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Executive Summary 

The main objective of the datacube integration report is to provide insight on the specific domain of 
earth observation datacubes to wisely choose the path to follow on the CANDELA platform regarding 
this matter. 

This document presents a comprehensive explanation of the concept of earth observation datacube, 
starting with the rationale behind its utilisation, following with the capabilities offered to interact 
with it and in the end listing the ways such a system can be used. 

The needs for the CANDELA platform in terms of data access are stated to put them in front of the 
services offered by the different investigated datacube solutions. In particular, the need from each 
identified use case is listed. 

Different solutions are presented to take advantage of datacube features into the CANDELA 
Platform. This lead to two opposite paradigms: fully integrating a datacube system into the CANDELA 
platform or relying on an external service. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Purpose of the document 

The objective of this document is to provide a report on the investigation done on the topic of 
datacube systems. It shall serve as a basis for the decision on what data access system should be 
used and/or deployed on the CANDELA platform by providing all the technical and functional 
elements related to this topic. 

1.2 Relation to other project work  

This deliverable is part of the work performed on the Task T1.3 "Use case Dataset preparation" led by 
Atos FR with the collaboration of TAS FR, DLR, TerraNIS, SGIS and CloudFerro. 

It is also related in some ways to the Work Package 3 "Demonstrator Implementation" as all the 
information gathered on datacube systems will serve as an input to define what will be implemented 
in the CANDELA demonstrator. 

1.3 Structure of the document 

This document is structured in 3 major chapters 

• Chapter 2 presents the general concept of datacube 

• Chapter 3 presents the needs of CANDELA in terms of data access 

• Chapter 4 presents the solution to fulfil these needs 
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2 The Earth Observation Datacube concept 

2.1 Introduction 

Datacube is a technology growing in popularity in recent years in the earth observation world. It 
intends to simplify the access to earth observation data by presenting it to the users as a 
multidimensional grid that can be requested over any dimension (spatial, temporal, band, data 
type…) until the pixel level regardless the data initial product packaging. A datacube serves earth 
observation data as a multi-dimensional massive data array. "Massive" means here that the size of 
the array significantly exceeds the memory resources of the server. This feature is very important 
with the growing amount of available data provided by the modern earth observation missions. 

The goal is to serve users with analysis ready data in order to reduce their burden in terms of data 
preparation and pre-processing. In particular, use cases relying on time series analysis are very well 
fitted as retrieving all the available data for a given area over a user defined time period is 
straightforward with a Datacube. 

 

 
Figure 1: Multidimensional Earth Observation Data 

Datacube is at the moment more a concept or a philosophy than a clearly defined technology. 
Initiatives exist to give a more precise definition, we can mention the "Datacube Manifesto"[1] giving 
a vision of what requirements a system should fulfil to be considered a datacube. These 
requirements can be resumed as follow: 

1. Datacubes shall support gridded data of at least one to four spatial, temporal, or other 
dimensions 

2. Datacubes shall treat all axes alike, irrespective of an axis having a spatial, temporal, or other 
semantics 

3. Datacubes shall allow efficient trimming and slicing along any number of axes from a 
datacube in a single request 
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Figure 2: Datacube trimming (left) and slicing (right) [OGC WCS 2] 

4. Datacubes shall convey similar extraction performance along any datacube axis 
5. Datacubes shall allow adaptive partitioning, invisible to the user when performing access and 

analysis 

 
Figure 3: Classification of partitioning schemes [Furtado, 1999] 

6. Datacubes shall support a language allowing clients to submit simple as well as composite 
extraction, processing, filtering, and fusion tasks in an ad-hoc fashion 

The topic of datacubes is well discussed at the OGC standardization consortium (mainly through the 
Spatio-Temporal Coverage / Datacube Standards working group [2]) who intends to define in the 
coming years what standard interfaces a Datacube should implement to serve data to users but also 
to communicate with other Datacubes and be integrated into federated datacube systems. 

Datacube is also currently subject to initiatives from ESA, who wants to fund the setup of an online 
Datacube-as-a-Service facility on top of their DIAS (Data and Information Access Service) system. This 
kind of commercial service would benefit to the whole European earth observation ecosystem of 
applications, which would not have to handle each of them their own Datacube solution. 

2.2 OGC Standards 

To simplify the way users can interact with it, most of the datacube solutions implement standard 
OGC interface for querying. In particular, OGC standard related to coverage are used.  

Coverage can be seen as a function from a spatial, temporal or spatiotemporal domain to attributes 
values (satellite imagery sensor value, environmental variable from a model, etc...). OGC defines 2 
standards to query coverage data: 

• WCS (Web Coverage Service) [3], which specifies retrieval of coverage data based on sub-

setting, scaling, and reprojection 

• WCPS (Web Coverage Processing Service) [4], which adds flexible coverage processing 

capabilities by specifying a processing language allowing clients to send requests for 

evaluation by the server 
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2.3 Datacube use cases 

2.3.1 Physical versus Virtual Datacubes 

A Datacube system can be seen as server application providing low granularity API to access earth 
observation data. Slight differences exist in the way they are used. 

First, the distinction can be made between physical and virtual Datacube. On a physical datacube, 
data is indexed, meaning that a base of metadata is filled with references to the data that will enable 
a fast access. Data is then ingested, i.e. pre-processed and prepared in a specific format so that 
requesting it becomes easier and more efficient (see Figure 4). 

 

 
Figure 4: Physical Datacube 

On a virtual datacube, data is indexed but not ingested, i.e. it remains in its original format and 
storage facility. The system provides a view on the data allowing users to request it as a single 
multidimensional array and perform the sub-setting on-the-fly from the initial product packaged data 
to the portion of data requested by the user (see Figure 5). 

Data duplication constitutes the main obstacle in the datacube concept adoption, the targeted 
dataset being so huge (tens of petabytes of data for the Sentinel products for instance). Of course, 
the virtual Datacube solution is much more efficient regarding this angle as it does not require any 
duplication at all. The trade-off in terms of access efficiency and performances are yet to be assessed 
for this kind of system. 

It is important to note at this moment that all free or open-source solution on the market at the 
moment propose physical datacube solutions. Commercial solutions are starting to emerge based on 
the virtual datacube concept. We can mention solutions proposed by the company MEEO/Sistema 
[5] for instance. 
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Figure 5: Virtual Datacube 

2.3.2 Global versus Local coverage 

Datacube systems can have a global coverage, i.e. any area in the world can be accessed, or a local 
coverage, i.e. the coverage is limited to a portion of the world (a country, a continent, or even a 
much smaller area). The same kind of distinction can be made on the temporal dimension, all 
available data can be available or just a limited period of time. 

Obviously, setting up a global datacube on a wide temporal period is a hard task, as the amount of 
data to index and ingest is huge. Even providing a Datacube service at the European scale is very 
challenging. Most of the Datacubes running at the moment are national initiatives focusing on a 
particular country. We can mention the Open Data Cube initiative [6] collaborating with various 
national agencies to provide Datacubes for several countries (Australia, Colombia, Switzerland…). 

2.3.3 Persistent versus on-demand data 

Providing a Datacube service requires storage resources, mostly for the prepared data but also for 
the metadata base. These requirements can be alleviated by performing on-demand indexation and 
ingestion of the data. Instead of permanently maintaining a data and metadata base, the system first 
asks the user for the area and time of interest, and then builds a short-lived datacube accordingly. 
The user can then perform his analysis, and when the task is done, the datacube is erased. 

The processing time and resources required to build the short-lived datacube are not negligible, so 
the choice to go for the persistent of short-lived on-demand datacube is always a trade-off between 
storage capacities on one side, processing resource and response time for the user on the other side. 
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3 CANDELA specific needs and expectations 

In order to apply the CANDELA data analytics algorithms on satellite imagery data there is a clear 
need for multi-sensor data pre-processing and multi-temporal data stacks preparation. In particular, 
the following use cases are considered: 

• Retrieval of time series for user-defined specific spatial areas 

• Access to multi-source data in an efficient manner (reprojection, co-registration...) 

• Preparation of the data as input to the processing libraries 

The data should be made available for search, processing and download via queries to a Restful 
interface in order to ensure full interoperability between the data provider service and the 
algorithms. 

In particular, the following chapters detail the specific needs related to each use case and class of 
algorithm currently planned to be implemented on the platform. 

3.1 Change Detection 

The Change detection algorithm is applied to time series of Sentinel 2 images. No specific area is 

targeted, the algorithm can be applied anywhere. It is not applied though on a global range, the user 

defines the area where the algorithm is applied. About 6 images are extracted and processed, which 

represent a time frame of about 3 to 4 months. Currently the algorithm is applied on Sentinel 2 tiles 

as a whole (100km per 100km square). The usage of a Datacube will enable to easily apply this 

algorithm to smaller areas. 

3.2 Macro-economics and agriculture 

This use case targets specific metropolitan areas (Bordeaux and Milan at the moment) over a 
temporal period of at least 2 years. Sentinel 1 and Sentinel 2 (Level 2 bottom of atmosphere) are 
initially planned to be used, and should be completed with VHR data from Pleiades and Spot6-7 
missions. 

3.3 Forest health monitoring  

This use case targets specific forest areas, in particular the Białowieża, Browski and Hajnówka 
primeval forests in Poland. The use case aims at monitoring the health of the forest in "real-time", 
i.e. with data as recent as possible. Datasets in the near past are still required though as reference 
data. Sentinel 2 (Level 2 bottom of atmosphere) are be used. In a further step VHR data from 
Pleiades and Spot6-7 missions could also be used. 
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3.4 Conclusion 

The persistent scenario seems well suited for the "Macro-economics and Agriculture" and "Forest 
Health Monitoring" uses cases, as a specific set of Sentinel 1 and 2 data targeting the needed areas 
could be pre-indexed and pre-ingested to enable faster analysis. 

The "Change Detection" algorithm should be used in the frame of the 2 presented use cases so a 
persistent scenario could be sufficient. However, setting up an on-demand or hybrid scenario could 
be used for the testing and benchmarking of the algorithm on wider areas. 

The need for VHR data for these 2 use cases has to be kept in mind as the ability by a data cube 
solution to ingest high resolution images is not ensured. This criterion has to be taken into account 
for the choice of the solution. 
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4 Datacube Solutions 

Two different paradigms are proposed to users willing to integrate a datacube solution to their earth 
observation processing chain.  

The first one is to setup and operate a datacube instance in its own infrastructure, managing the data 
indexing and ingestion, as well as the storage of the metadata and reprocessed data. The 
requirements in term of processing capabilities (for the ingestion part mainly) and storage is not 
negligible but can be afforded if a trade-off is done between the available resources and the area and 
time of interest the installed datacube provides. 

The second one is to rely on an external service providing datacube features, i.e. an API that can 
serves earth observation data on user defined area and time of interest, from the pixel level to wider 
area and time period. This kind of solution offers a lot of benefits for the users, who do not need any 
more to deal with low level issues and infrastructure resources. The availability and reliability of this 
kind of service is the problematic point though. Initiatives are starting to emerge from European 
institutions (ESA mainly) but no operational service is available at the moment. The cost for this 
service will also be an important matter, as it is not sure at all that a free service will be available any 
time soon. 

4.1 Datacube Solutions with Full Installation 

4.1.1 Rasdaman 

4.1.1.1 Introduction 

Rasdaman (for Raster data manager) is a generic tool for storing and querying massive 
multidimensional arrays (images, sensor data, environmental model data…). The project started 20 
years ago, and is a pioneer in the domain of the massive array management systems. The core tool is 
not specific to the earth observation domain as it allows managing any multidimensional arrays. A 
plugin module called Petascope completes the core with features specific to geographic information 
system. 

Rasdaman exists in 2 versions: 

• The community edition, free and open source 

• The enterprise edition, commercial and under license 

The commercial edition mostly adds scalability features to be able to manage a huge base of 
products. 
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Figure 6: Rasdaman high-level view 

4.1.1.2 API 

OGC standards for coverage querying (WCS and WCPS) are implemented through the plugin 
Petascope. Internally, the Rasdaman core uses raSQL, a SQL like language, for data querying. This 
language can be used through a command line to interact directly with the core component. 
Rasdaman does not provide any additional programmatic API (a Python library for instance). 

 
Figure 7: Rasdaman API 

4.1.1.3 Data Ingestion 

The data ingestion in rasdaman is highly configurable. It relies on the OGC standard WCST (Web 
Coverage Service Transaction) and on a 2 steps process: 

• Defining the recipe, a class implementing a provided interface that describes the structure of 
the files to be ingested (image, regular time series, irregular time series, etc...) and how 
Rasdaman should proceed 

• Defining the ingredients, a JSON file containing a set of parameters that define how the 
recipe should behave (e.g. the WCS endpoint, the CRS resolver, etc.…) 

After ingestion, rasdaman stores the data in a specific format in classic files. A metadata SQLite base 
is also populated with references and index related to the refactored data files. The Petascope layer 
adds a second metadata base, stored on Postgresql, storing geographic metadata allowing 
geographic based queries in the initial product CRS. Rasdaman is a classic physical datacube system 
that indexes the data and ingests it on a specific format, and thus duplicating the data. 
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4.1.1.4 Partial Conclusion 

In theory, rasdaman has several benefits: 

• A complete set of features covering all the basic expectations. In particular, the highly 
configurability of the ingestion process should allow to ingest any non-standard data like VHR 
products. 

• Standard API to access the data 

• It is a mature tool tried and tested for many years 

The main problem is that the community edition is not able to fulfil the requirements in terms of 
amount of targeted data. The scalability of the community edition is highly uncertain for different 
reasons:  

• No matter how many processors are available, only one is used. 

• Parallelization of queries involving various datasets is only possible in the commercial 
version. As a sub-optimal alternative, in the community edition a master-slave schema 
involving several instances of Rasdaman must be implemented and data must be replicated 
in each of them. 

Using the enterprise edition would be the solution, but the pricing model for this solution is not clear 
at all (no license price is showed on the website, no clear response is provided neither by the user 
desk), and in the first place using a licensed tool is not the favoured choice for the CANDELA 
platform. 

4.1.2 Open Data Cube 

Open Data Cube (ODC) [7] is an open source project that was born from an Australian spatial agency 
initiative, the "Australian Geoscience Data Cube". The core code base moved to the Open Data Cube 
open source project in 2017. The willingness expressed by the project is to always remain 100% open 
source, free for all to use and release under an Apache 2.0 license. 

Many national initiatives using this code base exist over the world. The core code is totally open and 
can be installed on personal computers or cloud facility. 

4.1.2.1 API 

The core ODC system provides a Python API. Various Jupyter notebooks are provided using this API to 
perform many use cases. No web service API is provided at all. In particular, no OGC standard based 
API is provided (WCS or WCPS API). 

4.1.2.2 Data Ingestion 

Open Data Cube is a physical datacube system. It indexes earth observation product in a relational 
postgres database. Then an ingestion process retiles the earth products into ODC specific NetCDF 
files that are used to serve subset data.  

Support for specific earth product exists. We can mention above all Landsat 8, which is very well 
supported as all the national datacubes based on ODC use Landsat data. Support for Sentinel 1 and 2 
comes with a lot more uncertainty. It is supported in theory, but at the moment the tests performed 
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by Atos have not been conclusive. Configuration files are provided to index and ingest Sentinel data 
but they seem not being up to date with the last version of the system. 

4.1.2.3 Partial Conclusion 

ODC presents several positive elements, mainly its full open source status and its adoption by several 
big scale projects, which is comforting on the capability of the tool to scale well.  

However, in the context of CANDELA, the lack of support for Sentinel data is problematic. This could 
be reported to the ODC board in order to improve this support, but we have at that moment no 
certainty on this topic. The lack of standard web service API and OGC standard implementation is 
also a negative point, as it makes more complex the integration of the system into the CANDELA 
platform. 

Table 1: Quick summary pros/cons Rasdaman vs. Open Data Cube 

 Rasdaman Open Data Cube 

Pros • Easy to get started with the tool 

• Handle all kind of raster data (tif, 
jpeg2000, NetCDF) 

• Full open source solution 

• Supported by CEOS (DLR, CNES...) 

• Already used in large project 

Cons • Community edition is very limited: 
e.g. no scalability, or need to 
decompress all the data 

• Pricing for the Enterprise edition is 
not clear (based on the number of 
cores being used) 

• Support for Sentinel 1 & 2 is poor and 
outdated (but it could be a 
contribution from CANDELA) 

• No support at the moment to ingest 
non-space dataset (common raster 
data like temperatures or 
precipitation) (listed as future 
improvements) 

 

4.2 Datacube as a Service 

4.2.1 CreoDIAS 

The CANDELA platform is deployed into the CreoDIAS infrastructure. CreoDIAS is hold by CloudFerro 
and is one instance of DIAS (Data and Information Access Service), an ESA program willing to provide 
an easy access to Copernicus data to the European earth observation ecosystem of applications. 
CreoDIAS hosts the CANDELA platform, i.e. VMs and storage are provided by the CloudFerro 
infrastructure, but it also provides access to Sentinel data. 

CreoDIAS proposes an APIs to search for Sentinel products based on metadata (through CSW and 
OpenSearch standards) and access to the actual data on their storage facility. This way of accessing 
data forces user to deal with Sentinel tiles as a whole. 

In parallel, CreoDIAS also proposes APIs supporting OGC standards like WMS and WCS [8] [9]. 
Through these standards, users are able to retrieve only the data corresponding to their area and 
time of interest. This kind of API, while missing the capability to build time series on a single request, 
could be a workaround acting as a "poor" datacube but efficient enough for some use cases. 

Last point to highlight, ESA has recently (2nd half of 2018) made a request to all DIAS to investigate on 
datacubes and to provide a demonstration of how a datacube access could be provided for all the 
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Copernicus data. This will result in demonstrations to ESA in October/November 2018, which might 
be the first bricks for a datacube service natively available on some DIAS, and CreoDIAS in particular. 

4.2.2 ESA initiatives 

In parallel to the initiatives related to DIAS, ESA has launched in September 2018 an invitation to 
tender for a "Data Cube Facility Service". The idea behind is to promote the setup of an online service 
providing datacube access to a wide range of data, from free Copernicus data (Sentinel, Landsat, core 
services…) to commercial data (VHR data, private company data…), through a marketplace system 
where any kind of user can access, buy and sell data. This service is planned to be built on top of a 
DIAS, i.e. it will not duplicate and store on its own all the data but rather relies on a DIAS to access 
the raw format data. The following figure illustrates this vision with DIAS living in the bottom 
resources tier, the datacube facility on the center platform service tier and applications like CANDELA 
on the top exploitation tier. 

 

 

Figure 8: ESA vision on the Data Cube Facility Service 

The service level and price model for this service is yet to be defined. It should not be free even for 
data that is free in its original format (Sentinel images for instance). 
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5 Conclusions 

At the moment (month 6 of the project), the need for datacube features is not really assessed from 
the use cases initial requirements. More limited data access features could be sufficient, for instance 
relying on the WMS/WCS API offered by CreoDIAS if the need for massive time series extraction is 
not expressed.  

Whatever the technical solution, the cost in terms of workload and infrastructure resources to setup 
a datacube instance in the CANDELA platform is not negligible so it might be wiser to wait for a 
clearer definition of the use case expectations before investing too much effort in setting up such a 
system. 

A particular attention should be paid to the various ESA and DIAS initiatives to propose datacube as a 
service. While no operational service is available at the moment, one could emerge during the time 
frame of the CANDELA project and constitute a well fitted solution. 
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